
S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Training 
Module 1: Personal & Family 

Preparedness



The Two Aspects of Our Preparedness

In this presentation we orient you toward S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods
Disaster Preparedness by:

A. Exploring and encouraging your personal & family preparedness 
B. Introducing you to government agency preparedness 



• The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has created a shared 
vision of emergency management throughout the nation.  This vison seeks 
to:
– Build a culture of preparedness
– Ready the Nation for Catastrophic Disasters

• Our local jurisdictions study our local threats and adjust their Emergency 
Management planning accordingly.

– They note that our big emergency and disaster response capacities are 
directly related to our personal preparedness.

– Our personal preparedness is foundational.
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DISASTERS & BIG EMERGENCIES
HAPPEN



S.A.F.E. NEIGHBORHOODS -- Introduction
Our Neighborhood Schools Aid Families in Emergencies --

They Help Us & We Help Them

• S. A.F.E. Neighborhoods is a disaster-preparedness initiative created in Salt Lake City and 
adopted county wide in Sept. 2017.  It is FEMA compliant.

• It is based on the principle of neighbors helping neighbors. S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods 
utilizes CERT*, Red Cross, ham radio, etc. local volunteer resources to promptly respond 
to a disaster, which disaster by definition, overwhelms agency response capabilities.

• S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods coordinates in advance with schools  for partial use of the 
elementary schools as neighborhood management hubs after a catastrophic event. 

• Many residents are familiar with the location of the public elementary school closest to 
them.  These buildings are some of our most survivable.  They are among our most 
accessible, large buildings with adjacent open ground.  

*CERT: Community Emergency Response Teams



* Hubs may be designated in advance by 
emergency managers at other locations in your 
area (e.g., university and business campuses).

• In a disaster, public elementary schools should become the primary 
neighborhood location from which volunteer responders coordinate  local 
response, including assisting the school with family reunification.

• If students are present, until reunification is well-advanced the Hub’s direct 
impact on normal school operations must be minimal and largely placed 
outside the building on the school grounds.

• Spontaneous developing Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) rally 
points within the school’s district will become second-tier response points 
reinforcing local street level responders.  Local response naturally builds from 
street to practiced rally points to the administrative school hub. 
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NEIGHBORHOOD HUBS



S.A.F.E. NEIGHBORHOODS

PRESENTATIONS & TRAINING

Module 1 Personal & Family Preparedness

Module 2 S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Basics

Module 3     Street & Block Preparedness

Module 4     Connect with Your School via a
S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Ambassador

Module 5     Practice with Your School & City Emergency
Management via an Ambassador

Module 6     Amateur Radio Emergency Communications



Exploring Personal & Family Preparedness

Let ‘s now explore the foundation upon 
which your neighborhood disaster 

response rests --
your personal, family & business 

preparedness



PREPAREDNESS Begins with 
ME and  extends to THEM

Me Myself/ my household/office building

Us Our street /Our rally point group

Them Our Neighborhood Hub & city’s Emergency              

Managements operations



Personal Preparedness

a) Be Informed    b) Make a Plan

c) Build a Kit    d) Get Involved 

Are you and those around you, addressing these four things?

Who in your neighborhood best knows our disaster plan -- anyone?

Should you become such a “S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Ambassador?”

Our S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Plan will help you prepare.



Personal & Family Preparedness Basics
Air:               masks , filters, air tanks, safe places

Water:         1 gal/person/day clean water

Food:            nourishing food & the means to prepare it

Medical:       med. Supplies, including prescriptions & sanitation

Shelter:        clothing and protective structures

People:        being part of a safe, similar values group

Security:      be part of safety-wise, prepared group

Commerce: ID’s, money, account info,  barter items

Comms.:      radios, etc. & their use

Transportation:     have options & multiple routes



Clean Air to Breath

• You cannot store much extra air, but you can often have 

equipment to make it clean.

• When you train in CERT, you usually receive a dust mask as part 

of the basic CERT kit.  This can be improved upon.

• Consider acquiring a respirator or gas mask with and various 

filters and other protective clothing.

• How long can you hold your breath?   1-2-3 minutes?



AIR  ITEMS

• Some Air Options:

– Simple dust masks

– Respirators

– Gas Masks & Suits

– Air/Oxygen bottles



Clean Water to Drink       

A frugal water consumption standard is each person needs 1 gal. of water per day.  

More is better.  A family of 4 = 4 persons x 4 gal. x 4 days (96 hrs,) =  64 gals. 

How long you can go without water depends upon how hot it is, how active you are, 

and your personal needs.  A rule of thumb is 2-3 days.

Some water is usually temporary stored in some parts of the house.  e.g. in a water 

heater.  You should augment this with multiple home , containers placed in various 

locations.

Store water, have  extra, have transport containers, have a means of purification.  



Water Items

• Be able to:

• Store and transport water.

• Purify water with 
chemicals, or by boiling, 
and/or with filters.



Clean Food to Eat       

Store extra of what you eat (need). Select items that will keep 

well over time without refrigeration.

While selecting, choose things that will provide a balanced diet.  

If necessary, consider changing some of your eating habits.

Rotate supplies, store extra in a safe place so you have some 

you can give away.

See FEMA’s “Food & Water in an Emergency” publication



FOOD ITEMS

• Be Able To:

– Make a fire

– Have a stove

– Have some food

– Cook some food

– Be well feed



Security       

• Security, is perhaps be the most under addressed emergency  

preparedness topic.  For some it is “to hot to handle,”  or to difficult 

and complex to address.  It is also fundamental.  

• Physical fitness, martial arts, places of fortification, psychological 

training and group associations are important facets of security.

• A variety of useful offensive/defensive tools include blades, clubs, 

sprays, tasers, armor, intense lights, traps, bows and arrows, cover, 

firearms, allies and sanitation.



Common Security Items

• Cell phone + power: a great multi faceted tool

• Camera & recorder:  good ways to document

• Personal Amour:  additional body protection

• Not being alone:  almost always a good tool

• Communications equipment: e.g. whistle, transceiver, etc.

• Weapons: more risky, but they have their place & varieties

• Psychology:  some of the best ways to stay non-violent



Exchange Items       

Things like cash, accessible bank accounts, barter and trade 

items become important.  Ask yourself what are people going 

to need and what will you have to trade or sell.

Store extra of what stores. Know your required quantities 

from your extra.  And, be a wise trader.  



Medical Supplies       

• Store extra, selecting items that keep well. Don’t forget 

sanitation and general cleanliness items.

• Extra prescriptions are hard to come by in a disaster. Have 

extra along with their written documentation.

• First Aid materials will likely be needed, along with 

knowledge of how to use them.  CERT only provides disaster 

medical level training.  More training is available.

www,plush.org (public hygene let us stay human)



Hygene/Sanitation/Disease       

www,phlush.org (public hygene let us stay human)

Persons experiencing homelessness 
in the United States experience 
significant barriers to self-care and 
personal hygiene, including limited 
access to clean showers, laundry 
and hand washing facilities.  
(International Journal of Environmental Research and 
Public Health,  V14, Aug, 2017)



Shelter       

• Create a range of shelter options, should you not be able to 

shelter in your home.   For instance, setup and use a tent in 

the backyard as practice. 

• Have a variety of clothing that cleans up easily. 

• Remember sheltering usually involves things like heating and 

cooling, reclining, sleeping, lighting, a safe location, and 

dealing with the bugs and germs.



Documents       

• Things like theft, fire, and water can destroy your important 

documents.  Develop protective storage, at home and away 

from home.

• Select, duplicate and prepare some documents to travel with 

you – id, drivers license, certifications, etc.

• Resizing, reformatting, digitizing, etc. are often useful. 



Communications       

• Protecting your 5 senses of seeing, smelling, hearing, speaking, 

and touching.  (glasses, gloves, ear plugs, masks, etc.)

• Hearing aids, language translators, bull horns, whistles, flares all 

have their place, but these days most people think in terms of 

laptops, hot spots, radios, antennas, & energy sources.   Flairs, 

smoke, flags, paint, pen & paper, mirrors, and hand signals also 

exist.

• In a disaster the ability to use modern electronics is often altered. 

• (Practice diverse communications. Know IPAWS/NOAA)



COMM.  ITEMS

• Many Options:

– AM/FM radio, FRS, CB & Ham radio

– Voice, bullhorn

– Cell phone

– Smoke

– Mirrors

– Written messages

– Light  signals

– Flags

– (don’t forget the power)



Ham Communications

• Hams trained with S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods and Crossroads Amateur Radio 
Club Emergency Communications arrive at the jurisdiction’s EOC & Hub as 
soon as possible after the disaster.

• They set up their equipment, receive and transmit traffic to the city’s EOC 
for their shift.

• Emergency communication protocol will limit frequency usage and define 
traffic priorities.

• Emergency traffic will be given priority and there will be a lot of it.

• Individual, street and rally point response comms should generally  use non 
ham communications modes.



COMMUNICATIONS MODULE

• Communications training is offered in Module 6 .  Particularly, it orients hams 
to the Salt Lake Crossroads ARC’s communications protocol.  

• Various drills and exercises are conducted to train ham operators and non-
ham radio assistants.

• Given the limited frequencies, Ham radio is most desired between the Hubs 
and the City’s EOC.   FRS, GMRS, CB, HMMS and AREDN public frequencies 
are also used.

• Documenting your response activities is taught and often required, making 
paper and pencil important communications tools.  Responders don’t like

• having to redo something someone else already did, but did not record.



Social Groups      

• People that live or work with and/or near you, or that socialize with 

you, are key disaster situation resources. 

• Exercise caution interacting with strangers or those you do not 

know well. 

• Practice the S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods plan with local people so you all 

learn the plan and who you can trust each other in a disaster.

•

• Arrange an out-of-state contact & practice that link.



A Preparedness Hint

Before a disaster:  Build groups & trust

This is part of Getting Involved & Being Informed



Transportation      

• A disaster often greatly changes one’s transportation options. 

• In an emergency, transportation often has to be simple. 

•

• Walking, carrying,  pulling and pushing things, using carts and 

bicycles become common. 

udottraffic.uth.gov



• 1.  Prepare/Prevent/Reduce exposure

• 2.  Experience the Disaster

• 3. Respond

• 4.  Recover 

• How well you recover is greatly effected by how well 
you prepare
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DISASTER STAGES



• Train residents to be good S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods preppers and responders

• Initiate street, rally point and Hub operations ASAP

• Inventory your neighborhood as trained and report information to your Hub

• Establish ham communications between the Hub to the *EOC ASAP 

• Receive and send things via transportation routes ASAP

• Remain S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods active until agencies direct otherwise.
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OBJECTIVES OF
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

*EOC:  An Jurisdiction’s Emergency Operations Center



Many Training Opportunities Exist 

• The S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods training modules plus their associated workshops, 
table-tops, drills and exercises are offered by Ambassadors and SLC EM.

• Practicing with family/workers, street/rally point group, school & city is encouraged.

• CERT, Red Cross, and *SLCARC events are periodically scheduled.

• Experiencing the communications module is encouraged, particularly the hams.

• Watch K7XRD.org and bereadyslc.com for event dates.
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S.A.F.E. NEIGHBORHOODS TRAINING

*SLCARC: Salt Lake Crossroads Amateur Radio Club



Module 1     Personal & Family Preparedness

Module 2 S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Basics

Module 3     Street & Block Preparedness

Field or Table-top Training on Maps, Assessments & Reporting 

Module 4     Connect with Your School via an Ambassador

Field or Table-top Training on setting up a Hub in the school yard

Module 5     Practice with Your School via an Ambassador

Field Training operating a Hub in a big exercise

Module 6     Amateur Radio Emergency Communications

S.A.F.E. NEIGHBORHOODS TRAINING

For You & Your Groups



AMBASSADORS
AS COORDINATORS
BEFORE A DISASTER

AMBASSADORS
CITY

EMERGENCY 
MANAGERS

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

NEIGHBORS*

* “Neighbors” include residents, businesses,

faith-based groups, street/block groups and more.

Ambassadors don’t automatically become local response leaders in a disaster.  They help train those.



BECOME A
S.A.F.E. NEIGHBORHOODS

AMBASSADOR

Monitor SLCARC.org
for SN training/testing 

activities 



WWW.SAFESLC.COM

WWW.BEREADYSLC.COM

WWW.SLCARC.ORG

Ver. 2019_10_31 ssSLC

FOR MORE INFORMATION



When

Disasters Strike 

we self-activate  

the

S.A.F.E. 

Neighborhoods

Disaster Response 

Plan


